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Unique M.H.A. program 
merits reaccreditation 
by Gre1 Goolsby 
AllOClatt Editor· almost exclusiveiy religious women, residents this school year reside in 
e 'X.U. Graauate program· in but in later years secular students south-western Ohio. Others are 
Hospital and Health Admiitistration began to outnumber the religious; located as distantly as California and 
is a dynamically spirited body. The Dam made it clear that to earn a I Florida. Students receive nine credit• 
staff and students believe their MHAdegreeatXavieristoworkex- hours for thei residency. . 
program is superior and, obviously, haustively. For instance, "only in . The Master's Thesis is also written 
so does the Accrediting Commission rare cases is a first year candidate during the Administrative Residen-
·on Graduate Education for Hospital allowed to keep an outside job," he cy. Students receive three credit 
Administration. The Accrediting noted. Dam further· outlined the hours for. their thesis, which. is close-
. Commission recently granted an Un- program by saying that the first year ly directed by Xavier professors. 
precendented five year reaccredita- of classes consjsts of on-campus· It's easy to spot a MHA student. 
tion to the program, -a ·first · for academic study. : They are the ones for whom you 
Xavier. This ·reaccreditiltion gives Classes are heavily management open doors and call "sir." It's the 
the Xavier program a rank equal to, oriented. Graduate students take: suits they are requiredio wear which 
or a notch above, similar programs· ·Management/ Administration, fool the average student used to 
at Ohio State, Pittsburgh, U.C.L.A., Financial Management, Human jeans and sweatshirts. The dress code 
Berkley, Harvard, Yale and Resources Management and:Quan- is structured to allow, in Dam's 
Michigan. Th~y keep good, com~ titative· Techniques for Health Ad-. words, these"buddingexecutives"to 
pany; they are good company accor- ministrators. Other classes deal with acclimatize themselves to . the 
. ding to Eric Dam, . professor of the legalities of daily hospital ad- "uniform of the position" they will 
HospitalAdministration. ministration, economics and fill. Itservesanotherpurpose,too,as 
At its genesis in 1958, the MHA research. Forty-two.credit hours are does Becker House on Dana Ave. 
program was allied with the Masters · to be satisfactorily completed before Both are distinctive and unique to 
of Business Administration a second year residency ciln begin. the MHA program. The hou,te is the 
program. Later, independence of the Administrative Residency is com- MHA student's retreat, classroom, 
M HA degree was achieved. · pleted: in an average-sized hospital, office and friendly way-station: 
Throughout this period of growth · 200 beds- or more, ·under the direc- Becker house and the dress code are 
the MHA maintained a steady tion of a preceptor; Dam notes that special things and places for special 
enrollment of 30 - 35 students. In the the preceptor is crucial to students' ·people, according to Dam. They 
early l 960's, the program served development. Preceptors are uslially revolve aro.und the pride in achieve- . 
mostly- the Roman Catholic top administrators in-the hospital ment and learning which 
hospitals .of the·na~ion: The only: where a. student chooses. his· 12 characterizes the X.U; program and 
. other such pro&fam in existence at a . mo~t~ r~sidcncy. .Close contact is sets it apart.,he continued. It was this 
Catholic university, then, w•s'the maintained between students, joy ·in . their profession which 
Safot Louis University. MHA prece.,tors and MHAprofessors. - engendered the work :earning the 




present platforms, address''1'isues 
Kenneth Blackwell 
Mayme J. Weit 
Techumseh X. Gr•ham 
St•ll photo• br Robb lhrlcler .... d Bob Bertach. 
Four Black Candidates for Cin-
.. ;cinnati's -City Council spoke at 
Xavier October 16. J .. Kenneth 
Blackwell (Democrat-:Charterite), 
Joseph R. Garr (Republican), 
Tecumseh Xavier Graham and 
Mayme J. West (Independent) ad-
dressed the issues in a forum which 
marked the first time in recent 
history Black Candidates from all 
the· parties came together and 
presented their platforms. 
Mayme West ·cited Black 
Res presentation as the most impor-
tant issue facing this election. She 
said she would like to see six months 
·of actual training experience for 
college students in their professional 
area, 'improvements iri the -mass 
transportation system and an' end to· 
.busing children and senior citizens 
. across town in· order to get the ser-
vices entitlc:d to them by putting 
those facilities in their community 
·areas. 
Tecumseh Xavier Graham stress-
ed economics and good representa- . 
tion as areas ·of primary importance 
to Cincinnati's welfare. . He . also 
stressed a need to improve housing, 
roads and public facilities in ihe city 
so people won't move away. "We 
must. rever~ the· trend of people 
moving OU~," he said; . 
Joseph R. Garr said his successful 
business career in the Cincinnati has 
aiven him an ideal feeling for the 
needs .of the total community. He 
.aid he believes in "a dollar earned 
for a dollar's worth of work." Also, 
district repmentation would, in his 
view, be a better way ·to. serve the 
needs of individual communities; 
J. Kenneth Blackwell stated that 
basic services such as police and fire 
·protection, street repair, ·and sanita-
tion must. come first, as well as a 
comprehensive full · employment 
plan. He . said ·in order to get the 
· money heading in the right 
direction_..:.to ·serve the needs of the 
people who live in the city~and are 
dependent upon public facilities 
such as health care-an elastic tax is 
needed. A tax -of this kind would 
allow city income to flow immediate-
ly to priority areas. 
All four candidates agreed that 
Cincinnati must have Blacks on the 
City Council· to represent the cit 's 
Black population. 
Efoctions are on Novembe 
and if 'you have lived in Cincinna 1 
for at least 30 days, you may still 
register on election day. 
Jesuit· novices 
new to campus 
Xavier is unique among Jesuit 
colleges in having two Jesuit novices· 
as graduate teaching assistants. 
James Brooks and James Gray will 
be in the theology department dur-
ing first semester .. under full faculty 
. supervision,. the two will assist with 
small .group discussions and 
tutorials for the introductory 
course's 15 sections. In addition, 
·they will help in Campus Ministry 
and will live in a dorm. Both are in 
their second year of the novitiate and 
will profess their vows next summer. 
Individually, Brooks holds an AB 
in history from Loyola-:Chicago, and 
the equivalent of another bachelor's 
in theology from St. Mary of the -
Lake Seminary. Gray, a Toledo 
native, holds a BA from University 
.of Notre Dame. Hisdegreewasinan 
interdisciplinary program for liberal 
arts. 
... 'i':::Jtf~;~~~:.~ 
_ Staff phOto br Robb !"'rider 
Father Mulllgan surrounded by freahmen end feculty membera •t the ennuel 
Schon perty for the frelhmen end tren1fer 1tudenll held on October 14. 
Junior Mike Kahl.er 
named ombudsman 
by Kuen Knft 
,.._ Guell Wlfllr 
.The new academic ombudsman 
for the 1977 school year is Mike 
Kahler. He is a junior from 
Cleveland majoring in pre-med, and -
also holds the· position ofsenionesi-
dent on first floor Kuhlman. Kahler 
was appointed last April by Student 
Senate. · 
.~:-The·pqrpose ()f.t~e academic om-
budsman is-to act as a 'negotiator fo' 
help solve problems between 
students and teachers. These 
problems may. concern grades, 
course work, or· personal conflicts 
. with a teacher. Both students and 
teachers can take advantage of this 
opportunity to iron out difficulties 
before they become major obstacles 
in the classroom .. In addition, the 
ombudsinan can initiate academic 
programs which he feels will be 
beneficial to the students. Kahler 
plans to continue pushing for study 
days before exams, an idea that was 
originated by Tony Maffia, last 
year's academic ombudsman . 
"Right now, the job is what I make 
.·of it;"' carnmenfed Kahler.- "But· I 
want to stress the fact that I can't go 
out and get people. They have to 
come to me. I can be an alternative to 
approaching the dean." 
Students wishing· to c;ontact 
Kahler should call· 3175 or leave a 
note on his door at IJ.2 Kuhlman. 
s .. 11 photo bJ ·~ne .... 
Junior Mike Kehler ha• ~en appointed the 1977 ecadenilc ombud1man. 
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES 
Oct. 21 Moeller vs. Roser Bacon 7:SO wvxu 
(91.7 FM) 
Oct. 22 Women's Volleyball 2:00 Fieldhouse 
XU vs. Berea 4 Wilminston 
Oct. 23 Michael Caldwell (pianist) l:OO Theatre 
77rr Lord's of Flatbwh 9:00 Theatre 
Oct. 24 Veteran's Day Holiday All Divisions 
Oct. 2S Bellarmine Trio 8:00 Theatre 
Oct. 27 Women's Volleyball 6:00 Fieldhouse 
XU vs. Cedarville 
.- ~ . 1;·' 
. ·.·.· a, SIJE GEllMANN 
. .._ ..... 
. The-Xavier. Piano SeriH Will praent Michaei C81dwell o~ Sunday, 
Octo~r 23, at 3:00 P:m. in the X,;U . .Theatre. Mr. Caldwell, who has 
studied under Vladimir As"'kenazy and l~n Davis,'will play works by 
Mozart, Chopin, Li~t. and Griffes, Tickets are $4.00 for adults. $2.00. 
·for students, and free for tho.e' with X.U. ID'1. . · · 
' ' ' ..... 
Only hnt clays later, ~ober 25, )Cavier will apin brina a.little 
culture to campus. Bellarmine Trio will appear in the Theatre at 8:00 
p.m. The Trio ilcompolcd of Carlos Zavala, cellist with the.Cincinnati 
Symphony Orchestra, Harold Byen, a violinist also with the cso, and 
MarJ lloener at the piano. Those attending will bear selection• from 
Id artiltl u Mozart, Beethoven, and Brahmi. The colt ii $2.50 for 
adults. SI. 2S for. students, and again, Muskies with an ID can go free. 
••••• 
Marketini majon: Don't forget the Marketing Career Foruin on 
Wednesday, October 26; h's at Stouffer's Downtown from 7:30-10:00 
· p.m. You can sign up with any marketing professor or call 745-3227 for 
more information. · · · 
••••• 
The first Travelling Metro Gallery invites area amateur 
photographers to submit their work for consideration. Queen City 
Metro's Public Art Project, funded by the National Endowment for 
the Arts, has made available the interior advertising space of one of the 
Metro coaches for a ;.Traveling Photography Gallery ... The gallery will 
be traveling throughout the city from January I, 1978 to May 31, 
' 1978. . 
Only black and white photographs will be considered, and they must 
be exactly 11" high, and no more than 24" long. Photographs must be 
unmounted with the photographers name and phone number marked 
on the back. The deadline is November 1, so get out your camera and 
get going! Send your pictures to "Traveling Gallery", c/ o Public 
Art, Queen City Metro, Room 406, 6 E. Fourth Street, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, 45202. If you wish photopraphs returned, enclose a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope. 
• •••• 
If you haven't been to the Games Room on a weekend you should 
get over; there to take.advantage of the Saturclay and Sunday disc.ou1Jts 
on pool; ping~pong, and shuffleboard. On those days regular prices are 
cut in half, making pool only 60¢ per hour and ping-pong an 
shuffleboard only 30e per hour. Be sure to take your ID . . . . . •. 
"Mixed Metaphors'; is a good way to end an old week and begin a 
new one. The program, aired every Sunday night' on WVXU, takesa 
ilttle time out for poetry, prose and the like. Tim Riordan·is the host; 
tune him in at 11 :00 p.m. 
• •••• 
The League of Women Voters of Ohio is announcing the publication 
of its "Voters Guide to State Issues" for the November election. "Once 
again, this is the only place where voters can find all the basic informa· 
tion they need before deciding how to vote on state issues," said Louise 
Miller, president. 
In November there will· be four statewide ballot issues on which 
Ohioans must vote. The Voters Guide provides the ballot wording for 
each of the four issues; an explanation of each and the major 
arguments for and against the issues ... We believe you will find it a 
balanced presentation," stated Mrs. Miller. 
Included in the Voters Guide is· a summar:y of recent changes in 
registration and election procedures. Copies. may be ordered. for Se 
'(can you believe that??) each from the League of Women Voters of 
Ohio, 6S South Fourth Street, Columbus, Ohio, 4321 S, and from local 
Leagues throughout Ohio. Include a stamped, self-addressed envelope 
for single copies. · 
•••• 
........ 
..THE VERONA FATHER~· ..:---- A Religious Society " ' 
For the Foreian Missions_ 
2104 St. lich1eUt. I Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/(513) 92f:li76 
· , We all know how to make love, but have you ever loved as a 
Christian? Would you like to love not one, but all mankind? Are you bold . 
. enough to devote your life to loving God's poorest·and most rejected, as 
a missionary? A Veron~ Father? . . ·. .. . . . . 
For further information write: 
. Fr. Ken .· 
2104' St. Michael St. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45204 
1-513-921-li76 , 
edilorials "enccl lhe opinion of a mojorily of the 
Edi1orial Hoard and do not necessarily represent the 
. opinion of the student body, faculty. or administration 
of Xa\•ier U11i\'ersi1y. 
The Ne,.• is published weekly during the school year 
except durinw \'acation and examination periods by 
The Xa•IH Ne•• i• the officiol •tudcnt ncwspa!JCr of Xo»ier Uniwrsil)'. Cincinnati, ,Ohio 45207. Subscrip-
Xa\'icr Uni\'crsil)'. The anicles. pictures. and formal lions arc SS,00 per year. The Ne•• was entered as sc:-
aro ihe responsibility of the cdilors and do nol repre- cond class niancr October 4, 1946, at lhc Post Office of 
sent the views of the administra1on, faculty, and stu- Cincinna1i, Ohio under lhe Acl of March 3, 1879. 
denl · hody of Xavier unless. specifically slated, Alf Lene" submined 10 the N1w1 for publication musi 
' . ··' 
Breen stres.ges student . unity 
By PEG CONNELLY feminist. instead, as Mary Sovik put relations outside the classroom. 
-......... it, they· see themselves as Sovik hopes to work toward the es-
. en11. "humanists." This year they hope to tablishment of Legal a.nd ·Medical 
· SIJE KEANE extend Breen's traditional emphasis Resource centers for women on cam-
,._.._. wrti.r'. . . . . on woinen to theentire Xavier®.m- pus. B~rtlein wiU·l)e;"'.~i'k.in. with 
Last . spring, ·when· the'. selection munity., They ·would like. to see. the campus ministry. EdW,iifCl~·'ll()pes to 
procen for this, year's Breen Lodge community:~ a whole united out· be ·active in the Afi'o~American 
staff wu being conducted, the future side .... and see Breen fapring in Students AISOCiation to inlprove op:.' 
of the Lodae laoked uncertain. A ·this~ ofunifacation. . ·. . portunities on campus for Black 
.staff was selected; howewr, and the . The staff. ~ii Y• comes .from. women. . · "· , . 
residents of . Breen this year · have dive~ , t.cqround1 and interests. · . Doll Hoian ii a.araduate studen,, 
.moved into the house. They are. Theyarenot uraidcntsintheearly thefinttoliveatBrcen,a_.ctauuch 
·. Jooltini forward to. a .year., of per- ycan ·of , lkeen, atroqlj united ·. she 'hopes .to work. with the career 
· 1orial srowth and •rvice to the ·Un·. behind the caute. of femiaiim .. ID- . placemeat off'~.· Hopefully she wiH 
ivenity. stead what unites them ii the W:t aJso let. Graduate students k~w 
This year's Breen l.odte staff con- that they liYe in Breen. At. Julie Bcwn_il for them, too. .. · '.! i ; ; 
silts ·of · Joan Boiertlein, . Connie . . . . . · Other Breen projecta for t~ ye~ 
'Edwards, MaryEllen"Doll"Hopn. First In a Serles. include a ·S•tes~n, •f~tm 
Julie Melvin, and Macy Sovilt, a Festival, Free .. Univenaty, / ~'-nt 
group without . previous ties or: Melvin . remarked, "Breen . unites Sala .and Yop, classes~ . · , . ,:, : 
shared experiences. Breen: ... Breen ii necided u an ex- . lhe women hope to show ~lli:ou,ah 
The women of Breen each came ample of community; learning to live, their lifestyle and their. prQaralfts 
away from the . selection interviews in close contact with people. ·It's a th&t options are open to women -
last sprin1 with different i~eas and placewherepeoplecan,comeand,et "They don't," Sovik 1treued, "have 
expectations of what .Breen should away from a dorm re~tion1hip." , to be stuck in stereotyped roles." 
be. Most of them had never met, and The women.felt the advisors had When the. Ntw.r asked'the wome~ 
did not actually ,et a chance to ex- stressed the importance of in· if they still saw a need for Breen at 
change ideas until ju1t before the dividuality tempered by community. Xavier, Sovilt responded, "Xavier is 
beginning of the school year. None and the fact that Breen would not be an institution grounded in Roman 
of the Breen residents feel they. are judged by the ·adviior's expectations Catholic tradition, and women are 
working at a disadvantaae because of them, but by their own. Each of not given much freedom. · This ii 
of this, or the- unusual way they the residents of Breen hasa penonal because of the interpretations of 
were chosen.. · area of interest she would like to pur~ Catholicism, .not the· inlititution 
None of the current Breen sue this year. Melvin would like to itself. We have to o1'en the doon for 
~·~~-- ..... " u ·.,. 
1~rt~1~:r~j~ themsel~~~,r ~acji,~all see facult arid . students im rove women oint th ut ... ' . ' 
11,~m:,\ i < 
I 




(Next to Hassan ··Moton) 
. Montgomery Rd 
HOURS: 
Sun. - Thurs. 10:45-10:00 · 
Fri. - Sat. 10:45-11 :00 
Phone 731.·1733 
Buy one Fish n Chips Dinner 
and you'll receive 75C OFF 
.on the .2nd. Dinner 
Offer good anytime! 
TRY OUR DRIVE-THAU WINDOW 
Al I Menu Items Can B.e Packed Tei Go .· 
PRESENT THIS COUPON. 
. -------------------"-'~.~-~-~~--~---~---·------
·. . . 
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Threepenny suffers from misinterpretation 
By KEVIN OWENS Brecht leave open for this important 
, . , . , ~ 1111t "'*" . . character? Can she be revealed· as a 
· Bertoli. Brecht. and .. Kurt Weill's symb'OI of iMOc:ence to• be pitied, or 
'17w. '11rm~nny Op~'!'. oJ'eneCI ·11ie . . possibly as·one who iees through the 
· ~incinnaJi Playbouie in the Park's · iinmectiate desperation of her deceit~· 
seuon QCtober II. This Michael flil 1urr0undinp to loftier heights? 
Murray production wiU run tbroush She definitely cannot be either of 
November 6. · · · ' . ·· .· . ·.· - · . tbete. becaUle if anyone character in 
.11w 11t~nny Opmi, likeJ~bn the wort seriously rePr'elen~ a 
· Gay's 18th century '11w _,,.,'8 viable 1dternative to crime aa·a way of 
op;.rcr from. wbicb it·.ia· derived. jl .. life, tbat'cbaracterclruticallylaien1 
both a' subtle .aftd sroeilj obvious the. dl'ect of the entire play. ·The 
work; ~pturin1 the .. sense of· tbil remaiilder of 'tbe cbaracten can be 
strln&C dichotomy_ is the rap0..- written off .. exc:eediqly weak or 
sil»,ility.of both director and aetC;n; . cotrupt or stupid, )tet none ~ftbelJl 
~ic;le. from some . rather stiff. Un- . are .intended ·to ~"e,.ent t1'treme 
enplirig acting on the part of John casei 'of any of tiieae qualitiei~ Their 
Newton as Mr. Peac:hlim, iand a mia- corruption is not merved for· the 
inte~retation of the character of poor arid outcut alone. The point ii 
Polly 
1
Peachum on the part ofd~ clearly · made. that· corruption and 
tor' Murray and actreu Pamela deceitareucommonamon1theric:h 
Mclernon, the produc:uon is as jlmong these poor .. MacHeath 
suCc:essfi.al. . · laments, in Act 3, Scene 3, over the 
W~t ~hould Polly be in this world' inabilit)' of J'etty thieVes to comj>ete 
of began, cheats. . whores, . and with big business thieves. 
thieves? Sh~ is certainly not one of 
these, so what possibilities does "We bourgeois artisilns, who 
""°'° llr lllndr Under--' 
Gl'809 IC...,,_ ..• Mra. PMahum In llertoll llNclll.and.ICurt WelU'a Tht 
T1rrttPD1nY OJnro 81 ... Clnolnnell ....,.._.. In the Perle. 
'work' with honest jimmies on 
the cash . boxes of small 
shopkeepers, · are ·being 
swalloWed · up by . large con-
.. C:ema backed by banks. What 
is a pickloc:k to a bank share? 
What is the bulJ)iii1 of a bank 
to the founding of a bank?" 
The problem in this production 
wiih Polly is that at times she comes · 
fourth as the one who might be able to 
reform MacHeath bec:auie she sees 
aspects of life that he does not. The · 
work shoUld be a celebration of a 
man's. exiitence in its most base 
form. that of bein1 a mere victim of 
his oWn ielfisb appetites. Actually, it 
is meant to raise the · questionof 
whether or not bein1 such a victim is 
base at all. The first challenge of the 
director is making his audience 
believe that MacHeath's png of 
thieves, the whorel, and Peachums's 
begats are truly on the verge of star-
vation, and MUST live as they do, 
amorally, to survive. · 
With Mrs; Peachum in Act I 
Scene 3, Polly argues a case for love 
that is all too convincing. Should 
this character offer such an alter-
native to MacHeath's way of the 
world? If any character should be 
portrayed as silly and ,naive, it is Pol-
ly. She has been deluded by 
Mac Heath, whose "love" for her goes 
not beyond lust. MacHeath has a 
veritable hareni of prostitutes in ad-
dition to another wife at the time he 
marries Polly, so it incongruous that 
we see someone so easily fooled 
arguing for love in a manner that 
makes us want to side with her. She 
should sound like a squeaky or whin-
ing child, not a serious and beautiful 
woman. Part of the problem is Ms. 
McLernon's beautiful voice, both 
when she speaks and sings. It would 
have worked to have.her beautiful 
singing voice pbly in contradiction tQ. 
a childish speaking voice, but this 
option is never pursued. Occasional~ 
ly, she seems to make an effort to shoots . through facade with a· 
make her voice squeak, but this ef- penetrating awareness of the street's 
fc?rt is in no way consistent. meaness. 
: The best acting comes from Grace Neil Peter Jampolis1 set, like Mrs. 
Keagy as Mrs. Peachum and Judith . Lander's voice, possesses a stylized 
Lander as Jenny. Also, Roy K. slum beauty, and is used by Michael 
· Stevens as the narrator is hiply . Murray.in a variety of expreuive ae-
effec:tive, bis experience as a mime . quenc:es. The opening of Act I has 
very apparent in the manapment.of . Macheath to11«1hin1 au of the set's 
his unu1ual facial features that reveal many levels of pipe, endin1 up on top 
a mechanical, puppetlike quality in . of the .other characten scattered 
this role. about, which is exactly where he 
belonp in Act I. Also, the entrance 
:.Ms. Keagy and Ms. Lander, of Macheatb's gang into the stable 
though, are ·the real guts of this marriage scene, flipping beams from 
production. As Mn. Peachum, Ms. · flashlights through the pipes, is an 
Keagy is . vital, direct, and . un- insta~ of Murray matins full use 
deniably ugly in her nutiness. She of the set's skel'etal, Yieightless frame: 
has no fear of displayin1 this Annie Peacock Warner's 
nastiness, making you see that Mrs. costumes are appropriate, as · they 
Peachum will never be intimidatCd have been in every production in 
by · her world of thieves and which I've seen her work, and some 
murderers. She rejoices in the fact mention must also be made of Paul 
that she ·knows what makes the Merrill as Walt and Luke Sickle Ill! 
world tick, knows what makes the Jake, (members of Macheath's gang) 
much-feared Mac Heath tick, and this both of whom are very natural and 
knowledge of the streets gives her the humorous. The orchestration under 
power to survive and even enjoy life. the direction of Fred Moldrich, is 
Fortunately, Ms. Keagy is so strong much inore than an adequate 
in this role that she does eventually background for the vocals.· 
overpower the too~seriously por- I strongly suggest seeing this and 
trayed Polly. all Playhouse productions. They are 
.Judith Lander also defines her generally well-crafted and careful 
character' with professional performances; certainly the most 
sharpness and feeling; As the professional Cincinnati has fo offer. 
prostitute Jenny, whose dreams of The special student ticket rate of 
subordinating men spring from her $2.50 per seat will be in effect for the 
entrapment in a life in ~hich she is remainder of the Playhouse season 
constantlY used, she· is beautiful on the following dates: 
because lhe is so world-wise, sultry, 
and sleazy. She uses her voice Nov. 16 The Imaginary In· 
perfectly, never flying into the sound valid 
of higher society opera, always Feb. 18 Of Mice and Men 
challenging her audience to hear her Mar. 22 The House of Ber· 
from the whore's throat, rendering nalda Alba 
her emotions in a whore's voice that May 3 The Royal Family 
Pianist Caldwell to play 
Award-winning pianist Michael 
Caldwell is one of six artists who will 
pedorrn in the 1977-78 Xavier Uni-
cities and on television. 
.. Change vitalizes Blue. No.tes 
versity Piano Series. . 
Caldwell, a 26-year-old black · 
American, will pei'forni Sunday, 
Oct. 23, at 3 p.m. in the Theatre. The 
program. will include Sonata in C . 
major by Mozart, · "Ballade" and 
Sonata in B-flat minor by Chopin, 
"Grande Etude de Paganini" by 
Liszt, and "Three Tone Pictures" by 
Charles Griffes. 
He was one of five Western 
pianists sleeted for private study 
with Russian virtuoso Vladimar 
Ashkenazy. He also studied under 
Ivan, Davis at the University of. 
Miami; where he earned a Master of 
Music degree. He is presently 
associate professor of music at 
Hollins College in Virginia. 
By CHRIS WOOLEY 
NlwelllflWrlllr 
Caldwell won the G. B. Dealey 
Competition in 1976. He has toured 
North Africa, Europe, and the Mid-
dle East, and appeared in solo and 
concert recitals in major American 
Other artists in the second season 
of the Piano Series are David Bar-
lllan, Sept. 25; Kimberly Schmidt, 
Nov. 20; Paul Badura-Skoda. Feb. 
5; Douglas Montgomery, Feb. 26; 
and Aldo Ciccolini, March 5. Con· 
certs begin at 3 p.m. in the Theatre. 
Information 745-320 I. 
Many popular hits, including 
"The Love I Lost," "If You Don't 
Know Me by Now" and "Wake Up 
Everybody" made Harold Melvin and 
the Blue Notes fairly well known 
a few years ago. Recently, that group 
has undergone a major series of 
changes. Theodore Pendergrass (the 
former lead singer) has embarked on 
a solo career,'and Harold Melvin is 
no longer associated with the group. 
They've changed their name to the 
Blue Notes and have come up with a 
fine new album that shows how well 
these singers can deal with changing 
brass band named appropriately, 
The Shades of Blue, each of the five 
'Notes holds his own throughout 
various harmonies. Under producer 
George Perry, the Blu~ Notes have 
retained their successful "Philly" 
style and are in the process of 
reworkfng .it into a more dynamic 
sou·nd. With ·their new-found 
freedom, the group plans to blend 
Gospel and Jazz into an already 
sucessful soul style. 
As far as stage performance is con-
cerned, the group shows promise e-
ven though they lacked some coher-
ence during a recent show at Maggie's 
Opera House on Vine St. in·Cincin-
nati. Hopefully, the proposed addi-
tion of a trio of female vocalists will 
enhance not only their 
choreography, but also thefr musical 
diversity on stage. 
for 15 years in leading nightclubs 
around the world. John Atkins, the 
original lead singer, has returned 
and is handling the lead role again. 
Tenor Larry Brown and baritone 
Bernard Wilson are also original 
membCl's of the group, and they real-
ly make things move on stage. Ver-
satile Lloyd Parks and newcomer 
Ollie Woodson have good ranges 
and fine senses of showmanship. 
The Blue·Notes have returned. 
When asked by the Xavier News to 
describe the group's present condi-
tion the members all smiled as Larry 
Trower lacks originality 
' 'times. 
After hearing the album "The 
Truth Has Come To Light" (on 
Glades/T.K. records ~f Miami) it is 
evident that change has brought new 
life to the group~ Backed· by a solid The Blue Notes have been singing 
qui~ped "at peace." They seem to By GREG BARKER 
have gained confidence in NeweltaHWrtter 
knowing that they can survive time Robin Trower has been hot on the 
and change. If they keep that at- ,.trail of his dream sound for some 
titude, there's no reason why the (.:time.· Though. he's. been widely 
Blue Notes won't be able to ttirn acknowledged for.years as one of the , 
around a few years from now and see most talented and proficient young 
that they've truly made it. guitarists working in the blues tradi-
tion. he's also been his sternest critic. 
Not until the release of "In City 
Dreams," the new Chrysalis LP he 
has just created, has Trower be~n 
able to concede with pride, "I think 
this is the first studio album that 
really captures what the band is . 
about live." 
Last Thursday night Trower gave .. 
people in the Cincinnati area a 
chance to judge for themselves just 
what he is all about live-and only a 
disappointing 7000 concert goers 
accepted the invitation to Riverfront 
Coliseum. 
Opening .• the show with an old 
favorite, .. Lady Love," Trower 
utilized his sunburst Fender 
Stratocaster and a complex array of 
foot pedals to dispel r•Jmors that he 
is strictly a studio musician. 
The other three members of the 
band did not fare as well. Vocalist 
Jim Dewar sang in a bass voice with 
a grating texture that weighed down 
r 1 the 90 minute set. Bassist Rustee //a. / · Allen and drummer Bill Lordan, 
· . . The Blue Notes recently appeared· al M1119le'a Opera House on Vine. St. In· Clnclnnatlii. iliil•••ii bQth formerly of Sly and the Family 
Thunctar. Octobei io, 11n · · l ! ; I : · : 1 1 • • : i ' l : 1 I · : • , · · 
'I 
Stone, kept a low profile throughout 
the evening, although Allen let loose 
with a rapid-fire solo near the con· 
c:ert's end. · 
The quartet did five ·~ongs from its 
recent release, iitcludingJhe spacey 
"Falling Star" and the half in-
strumental ."Somebody Calling." It 
alternated these with earlier material 
such as "Bridge of Sighs," "The Fool 
and Me," and "Too Rolling Stoned." 
Evc.r: since coming into his own, 
Trower has played in the shadow of 
the late and great Jimi Hendrix. 
Trower to page I 
. /"' .,, ,,~~-' 
Guitar virtuoso Robin Trower. 
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Musketeers defeat U.C., ·Morehead 
By RON HARPER ............ ., 
Coach Wolfe's "Muskie Nine" 
won the fall baseball tournament 
over the University of Cincinnati 4 -
3 last October 11. The rain, which 
previously delayed play, · only; 
prolonged the Musketeers from tam-
ing the Bearcats. 
A fantastic come-from-behind-
victory helped increase the team's 
winning column. With UC ahead 3-2 
late in the game, the Muskies pulled 
o(f a double steal, sending Tom 
· Merkle. to third and Jeff Whelan to 
second. The throw to third landed in 
left field allowing Merkle to score 
and tying the ball game. to put the 
icing on the cake, Whelan blasted a 
base hit up the middle in.the 7th in-
ning scoring Steve Dawes from se-
cond base to put the ·Muskies ahead. 
for the afternoon. 
T-he Muskie defense held, sending 
the battered Bearcats back to Clifton 
with anticipation of a spring victory. 
Jeff Whelan, star of the. tourna:-· 
ment, had two game-winning hits. 
The left fielder is having a great fall 
season. 
Last Friday, an NCAA tourna:-
ment team, Morehead State, split .a 
double header with the Musketeers. 
The first game lasted 11 innings, with 
the Eagles winning this one 2-1. 
Late in t~e first game, MSU 
scored in the sixth inning taking a 1-
0 lead. In the same inning, Dave 
Ballman led off for XU with a hit. 
Pat K veke replaced Ballman on first. 
Upon stealing second, "Kvek" was 
injured. Marty Mayer. replaced him 
and moved to third on a wild pitch .. 
Tim Mahon bounced a slow 
grounder to first scoring Mayer and 
tying . the game. Morehead went 
ahead in the eleventh and held on to 
the lead. 
In the second game, the Muskies 
scored six runs on four hits to defeat 
the MSU Eagles 6-4. "Morehead's 
tough, but I. think we can beatthem 
again in the spring," said junior Tim 
Baumer. Morehead aided their own 
defeat, committing five errors in the 
game. · 
The "Muskie Nine" moved 
runners on bunts throughout the 
contests. Everything fell in place for 
· the ballclub, as they defeated 
another NCAA Division I school. 
Hitting was key to N. Y.-K.C. series 
By ROGER ROSENTHAL ............ ...., 
To all the New York Yankee and 
Los Angeles Dodger fans in 
Muskieland, I hope you are satisfied 
now. Your teams were in the 1977 
World Series. Sure, I picked Kansas 
City and Philadelphia, and probably 
would do it again. 
Looking b&£k at the National 
League series, the two games in the 
City of Angels went as expected. 
Game Three was· the turning point, 
to be more precise, the play in-
volving Dodger Second baseman 
Davey Lopes. On replay, he was out 
by a half step, but Bruce Froem-
ming called him safe. 
Give credit, however, to Tommy 
Lasorda and Co. 'in game three for 
coming back with two down in the 
final frame to win. 
Rosenthal 
comments 
finale's ninth inning, proved to be -
the difference; 
••• 
It's basketball season once again, 
and here at Xavier, Coach Tay Baker 
and Associate_s opened their training 
this week. 
••• 
I happenCd to be at Riverfront 
Coliseum for the Stingers opener 
Game Four should never have w_ith 11,418 others (including a cou-
been played, at least not baseball. pie of hundred Indy fans), and I bet 
The weather was geared to a swim- that's the quietel'Jt it'll ever be with 
ming meet. that may again. 
The N.Y. - K.C. series could have • • • 
gone either way as ft turned out, but Prediction Dept: It has the week 
timely hitting, 1n pa'rt~cular the '1ff! . . · . _ 
PMlo bf llllllit TMnl 
Xevler .. 1ior.holtted their .. 111 tor''-' 1nnual reptta 11 Kent State held thli 
..... _WHkencl. ' . . . 
• • • • ,I • 
·x.u. sailors place ,fifth · 
. BJ TIM GRELL ........... .,..., 
Xavier hoisted the main on its fall · 
season two weeks ago by par-
ticipating in the University of Cin-
cinnati Sailing Regatta. Under the 
coaching·skills of Tom Grogan, the . 
team opened Saturday, October 8, 
against a fleet of area collegiate 
skippers. The University of Toledo 
claimed top honors of the nine team 
event with Xavier finishing fifth. 
· Hellmann along with race team cap-
tain John Dugan and freshman John 
Graham carried the helm for the 
Muskies. Crewini for Xavier were 
Tim Grell, Pete Walton and .Jim 
Winkler. 
This . past weekend Xavier 
travelled to Kent. State for their an-
nual regatta. Skippers John Dugan 
and John Graham along with crews 
Tim Grell and Jim Mog placed well 
among· strong competition. Sailing 
in adverse weather conditions, 
The UC regatta broke the ice for Michigan State took< top honors 
the fall season and many new faces with Xavier finishing fifth. 
were competing in • the event for · In two weeks, Xavier . travels to 
Xavier.· Returning skippers Steve Columbus for Ohio· State's annual 
Fader, Rudi Siegel and John Halloween Regatta. 
. w~~·n Joins bowlers' .· ·.·· 
BJ FRANNY AND ZOOEY 
The . Xavier Bowling team 
travelled to Dayton on Saturday to 
Sinclair Coritinunity College. ·unfor-
tunately, the Muskies encountered 
several problems, the biggest of 
which were Ohio University and 
Ohio State, as the Muskies dropped 
. all six of their matches; Bright spots 
for Xavier were provided by F~ank 
Covoner with a IBO, Marc "Griz" 
Oilier with a 185, and a fine 234-549 
: KING OF BEERS® • ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC.• ST. LOUIS 
. series by Randy . Flannery. The 
match also featured the appearance 
of Julie Stevens, the first woman to 
bowl in the O.tB;C. The potential is 
there, so hopefully the Muskies will 
fare better next week. 
WHEN oo· ENGLISH MNORI 
· ·. , SAY ;BUDWBSElt.1 
ALL SUBJECTS 
Fast, profenlonal, and proven 
quality. ChoOH from our. library of 
7,000·toplca. Send $1.00 for the 
. current edition of our 220 page 
mail order· catalog. 
RBSIAllCH. A8SISTANCI 
. 11322 IDAHO AVE~.-No. 208-E 
·. LOS ANGELES, "CALIF. 90025 
(213) 477-8474 
Our· research papers are sold for 
. research purposes only. 
------------~ · I Please rush my catalog. E II 
I Enclosed la sl·. . 
1 I Name I 
I Addreaa I 
lc11y . I 
! State_ ·· Zip . . . I ----------------iJI. 
x.,1erNew• 
. New outlook tor B-ball ) 
anticipate strong season 
By RON HARPER. scorer, Dale Haarnian, and floor 
. Newe lpoltl 11111or . leader, Gary Whitfield. 
°'The Xavier team lacked shooting~ An excessive amount of in-' 
ability last winter, but that problem dividualism destroyed the· Muskie. 
is now solved by two incoming frosh· roundball team's unity. ' Apathy 
sharpshooters, Gary Massa and among the. players developed, and 
Br~etjck Sow. Other good news is basketball at Xavier starte4 
that one-time regular center Joe downhill; no one was able to pull 
Sunderman, out last season with in- them· out of the rut. Lack of dis-
juries is now healthy. Let's hope tile· cipline; player confidence, . and 
emotional .climate is healed, too. leadership caused chaos in XI coun-. 
When things started to go bad last try. 
.winter, morale and discipline 
deteriorated, as it was a very unhap-
py_ year, for everyone. If-the Muskies 
can get their _heads together, this 
_could be the banner season they were 
. Harpe_r's· 
bazaar 
supposed to have a year ago." 
. Last year's disturbance is now a 
th.ins of the past. One .has to look 
upon last season as a guide to help 
improve the· 1977-78 season and 
make it a successful one. 
What, if anything, is scheduled to 
help provide and maintain a positive 
winning attitude among the ball . 
players? Who is the person that is go- . 
ing to provide the team leadership ' 
that is necessary for a winning 
season? What steps are being taken 
. to help players develop their physical 
abilities? 
This forecast in the November, Answers to these questionsarethe 
1977 issue of Playboy su~s up the . keys to success in Xavier basketball. 
problems faced by the Muskies last Players and coaches are working 
season. The team lost six seniors at together to improve _last year's 
graduation, including the leading season. 
W••U1111Hllllllillllll1111111MllllflMl!lll~11111111111111111111MIHlillllllllllll111111111. 
ALEX HALEY TOWN HALL LECTURE. . . 
. Thursday, October 27 at 2 p.m. Kings Island I 
· American Heritage Music Hall. (Ti~kets on • : · 
: sale at door - doors open 1 p.m.} Tickets at I 
STUDENT. RATE of $3.00 (regular: rate · 
. ($5.00). Student l_D necessary._ For informa- 1
1
. 
· tion, phone 791-1957. 
l111llllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllll!llKllllllll!iimnlllllllllllllllllllllllttllllllllllllllllllllllllllmllllllmllllllllillll--I, . -
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COG ME 
COUNCIL FOR O,,ORTUlllTY IN 
GHDUATI MANAGiMINT IDUCATIGN 
Victory visits soccer. team 
By STEPHEN BENJAMIN 
New• Sporta Writer 
The Xavier soccer team wins one! 
Last Saturday, Oct. 15, the Muskies 
put everything together to shut out 
Bellarmine 3-0. Halfback Mac Gar-
rigan's goal ignited the Muskies dur-
ing the first half. Mac received the · 
ball from Brian Robertson and from 
there it was Garrigan's own skill as 
he beat one defender and slid the ball 
into the lower left comer of the goal. 
Mac's play and those of John 
Capurro and Mike Rolfsen 
dominated the mid-field during the 
game. 
The second half was good for two 
more players as forward Brian 
Robertson and forward Tom 
Stevens each scored one. Brian · 
· received the ball, took it across the 
middle and kicked a hard shot that 
the goalie could not handle: Tom 
received a pasdrom Joe Giesting in 
front of the net and sent it into the 
corner. 
The defense, often plagued by mis-
takes, solidified and Tom Schott 
recorded his first shut-out as the 
Xavier goal keeper. This effort by 
the defense as a whole earns them the · 
honor of "Players of the game" 
·because one player could not be 
singled out. The players are Joe 
Hawk, John Mistler, Mike Folger, 
Jim Worwald, Tom Schott, and 
Stephen Benjamin. 
Xavier playes their last home 
game this Saturday, Oct. 22, at 2:00 
p.m. Their opponents will be 
Wilmington, who was ranked sixth 
in the state. The Muskies, who 
defeated Wilmington last year 4-0 
are confident they can !;eat them 
_again. 
UC/Berkeley, Carnegie-M,Uon, 
Columbia; U I Chicago, Cornell, 
Dartmouth, Hanard, M.I. T ., 
U/Pennsylvania, Stanford 
MINORITY FELLOWSHIPS 
FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
IN MANAGEMENT 
You are invited to discuss opportuni~ies for graduate study in 
management at the above listed universities with John Brown, a 
representative of· COGME, The Council for Opportunity in 
Graduate Management Education on OCTOBER 26, 1977. from 9 
AM UNTIL 12 BM. 
For further information, contact the Career Planning & Placement, 
University Center Building 
. . . j!C . 
Some of our 
classrooms 
. •t aren' claSsrooms. ,·, 
ARMvROTc. 
For details, contact: 
Captain Adrian Schiess 
St., Barbara Hall 
745-3646 
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' 
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Student ·Government ,flounders in a state. of c·onfusi()~ , .. 
better t~ clo a few things very well ihan a lot of things in a mediocre. : 
fashion. · · · · . , · fi · · : .. . . 
· Student Government appears to be in a· state of. -confusion.· This 
· confusion stemi from two main· problems. The fint problem is · 
seeminaly that Student Senate is tryin& to do too. mu~b. The book 
buy.-back, pr~Xavier week, · student~faculty .~valuation~. ecolo~ 
week, fOod week are all .. leaitimate" Senate projects. l,lo~ver, their 
activities expand to include debates on committee !policies and the 
restructuring of the financial board. : · · . · . ; . . . . 
· While there is a great deal to be done as far as proara.mnun111 con-
cerned, it is a mistake to have Senate do it all. Senaton a.re overwork-
ed as it is. To put more work upon them than is nec:ellary is abusive of 
their roles as supportive idea group and soundin1 board; The greater 
the quantity of work required of Senaton,the lesser degree of 9uality 
is attainable. . . . · . · · 
From an overall Student Govemnient point of view, it would be far 
A' second problem adding to Student Governments con usio!' 11,a , 
tact·of.powerful •. dyrw,nic !ea~~nhip: ~e Student Body ~d~nt 
needs. to re-examine bis prionties. His tune would be. ~~ter spent 
re&s!eriina himself in bis leadership role: · · . . · · · 
In this leadenhip void, the· Senate is attempting to ~ke ove~ ~e 
government. The Senate is neither designed to, nor capable o~. ~i~-
tina or leading the Student Body. · . · .. :· 
· ·for Student Government to revitaliz~ themselv~. t.he, ctriefe~­
ecutive must reassert himself and take. over ·the i~t~t~ve of hi• 
govern..-ent. Senate must rid itself of its petty re1pons1bdit1e1 ·~~-pt 
on with the business of government. · -FXI 
Sterner precautions· necessary· to combat ·x{J vand~li$m 
Xavier's Husman Hall has been the scene of two recent floodings. 
The first occurred Tuesday, October 4, in the fint floor lobby. These-
cond occurred over the weekend of October 8 in three fint floor 
rooms: 163, 164 and 16.5. 
A gigantic light bulb has probably just been illuminated over the 
coJlective conscious of the university. 
Ah ha ... the annual dorm damage editorial. 
That at-least-annual event in which the editorial board reports 
damage, makes disapproving noises at appropriate intervals, pleads 
for greater cooperation among students and, in the final paragraph, 
formulates global statements on the condition of humanity. 
Yeah, right. 
A large segment of the · News readership may find this 
acknowledgement flippant; even offensive. A second segment may 
find it appropriate to the current campus attitudes toward vandalism. 
As Nancy Susi, Husman Hall Director, put it, "damage is down from 
last year." This "look, we've been good" stance does nothina to deny 
the continued existence of harmful· and. senseless delinquency. · 
Obviously the Ohio River has not overflowed its banks. The 
flooding agent in each incident cited above.was a prden hose stored 
at Busman's back entrance which Fr. Stan Tillman uses to water the 
shrubbery arid-students use .to wash cars. 
After the lobby flooding, maintenance removed the spickets to the 
two faucets in this area. The ~kets were replaced at Tillman's in-
sistance. In the past, he explained, students forced the flow of water 
. with. wrenches if the spickets were not available. The wrenches 
damaged the faucets and· made replacement necessary.\ 
The prden hose continiled to be stOFed, as uiual, on aiack near the 
faucets. Tillman did not anticipate a second flooding and, at the time, 
saw no reason to move. it. 
Aecording to maintenance staff memben, the full extent of the lob-
by daniage won't be known for some time since so much water seeped 
through the carpeting and was absorbed in the plaster beneath -
plaster which forms the ceiling of Busman's basement. . 
The amount of damaac to the three first floor rooms has been con-
servatively estimated at $600 by Dave Tom, Director of Housing. 
This estimate includes the cost of new carpeting installed in each 
room affected by the flooding. Fortunately, no personal property suf-
fered water damage. · · 
The rooms' flooding was first realized when the water began leak-
ing into the hallway. In the room into which the garden hose had been 
inserted through an open window, J 64, one-half to one inch of water 
laid unabsorbed on top of the carpet at midnight October 8. ·Accor-
ding to Dave Scaletta, resident of adjoining room 163, "everytime 
you walked, you splashed." 
Scaletta commended housing staff members - Nancy Susi, Dave 
Tom, Rod Shearer and Rick Hulefeld - and maintenance for the ef-
• ficiency and speed with .which they handled the clean-up. 
Efficiency after the fact is commendable, but certainly merits less 
praise than efficiency before the fact. 
Dave Tom said he felt a small percentage of the dorm population is 
responsible for campus damage. "With a small staff it's difficult to 
_find out who did. it· with out the cooperation of the whole student 
body," he noted. 
·' ·While general student participation in the apprehen5ion of vandals 
is a laudable intentioi., it cannot.. be used to excuse inadequate 
. precautions against vandalism. )Jerhaps the prden hose could be 
stored in another location and the spickets removed to an accessable 
area within Husman where students would find them easily if water 
was needed. 
Many small things can be done to minimize the amount of damag~ .· 
which occun over a year's time. However, they will prove futile unless~ 
the campus community can approach the problems of vandalism 
seriously and each individual incident with reference to what has 
happened before and is likely to happen in the future. 
-RGS 
·Housing Director refutes alarmists----------------
1'0 the.Editor: 
As Director of Housing I feel com-
pelled to respond to Mr. Letavish's 
letter in the October 13, X.U. News. 
The possibility of fire in one of our 
dorms is my greatest worry. I ap-
preciate your knowledge and your 
interested in the safety of our dorm 
reside.nts. My hope is that they share 
r~!!r •.~.t.~rest. I do, however, object 
strongly to your statement that our 
dorms are "disasters waiting to 
happen." Our buildings are in-
spected thoroughly at least once 
each month by the Cincinnati Fire 
Department or the Fire_Prevention · 
Bureau. All recommendations from 
these officials are followed. We have 
initiated fire drills at the request of 
these same officials. These drills are 
designed to prepare our staff and 
students in case of a fire. All of our 
staff are issued instructions on what 
to do if an alarm is sounded. In fact 
the three students who failed to leave 
during a recent Bro'ckman fire drilt 
were personally warned by the 
Director of Housing. 
I fear that the lax attitude you 
describe is not with the staff but with 
some residents of the halls. Thus far 
this year, some Husman residents 
have "protected" at . least two in-
i------------------------------------
. · ·1~itedor Detector, noted Fiench Detective, on 1peclal aalpuneat for XHler sfturl· 
: ty~ wu dllcovend dflpdled .· u a toilet In H111111an Hall; Tlte lmpector II oblenlna 
student movements In an attempt to flulb out any wron1dolnp. However, the lnapec- · 
tor: said there's just too much crap Involved In a cue Uke thll and tblnkl he'll clOlt the 
lid !iOOD, 
dividuals who disabled the Husman 
fire system. They know who jeopar~ 
dized their lives and refuse to do 
anything about it. These same peo-
ple along with similar residents of 
Kuhlman and Brockman have 
watched as their ·~friends". einptied 
fire extinguishers, proped fire doors 
open, flipped cigarettes and matches 
in the carpet or in waste cans, and 
pulled false alarms. Smoke and heat· • 
1 detectors will not prevent these cruel 
individuals from endangering their · 
fellow students. 
Come on back to campus Marie, 
and help us (i.e. Residence Hall 
StafO educate our residents. 
Dave Tom" 
Husman resident·· 
grateful to staff 
To the Editor: 
At this time I would like to public-
ly thank a few people for all the ~elp 
and cooperation J was given. I am 
referring to the repairs of. the van-
dalism which occurred over the -~ 
weekend of October IS on the first 
floor of Husman Hall. · 
I would· like to ·thank my S.R:, .. 
Bruno, the G.A. Nancy Susi, and the 
Husman Hall maintenance Depart-
ment (especially EarJ).for their im-
mediate assistance. ; 
I would also like to thank Rod 
Shearer, vice president and Qean for 
student development, and Dave 
Tom, Director of Housing, for see-
ing to it that rep1.drs and the eventual 
replacement of the carpet were"all 
. done as soon as time permitted. 
Thank you all. 
Dave Scalctta 
Hus man· resident . .,, .. ,,._ 
I~----------------------------------------------------------......_. ~~~ 
~ Randy··· and<the Drug Abuse Assem_·· .. bl_y 
~~ . 
~~ . 
~t . In eve~y America!1 high sch?ol scar«'.'1 to death. Could he tell by . down, this is Officer Obese of the tion." He went on and on talking Suddenly there was a strange. air 
''lf,~:across this great nation somethmg lookmg at me that I was walking Police Department, he's here today about each drug and showing a sam- about the room, people were loose, 
lff~happens~;irnhe.:faH/:No;~ it: isn't :'a ·with a0~ywho was holding? TW.nty ,,·.; to talk about drugs." .. What does.he · pie of each.:There was benzedrioe, . .c:alm, ties were taken off, smiles were 
(~q;ata~ardazed teatt~at ~apes students:_ yean ~n the slammer, God what know about drugs?" someone yelled dexedrine, ll!escaline, nembutal, co- contagious. 
t:~~ra~sfo~h.~uncm,~~;':~o.~t~,.n'tll ·~ wou~ ~fo.m.say? . . . • , ~: ,;· ·-rr f"OIJl the back. 'Wou'U see me after, .caine, a veritable :supermarket. of· The cop evern became cool, 
~t~11lly fmhrilan mixer where boy:· Randy looked over aiid said;' school,Mr'.Juuel!'A11iatantprift- hiptimeundheavycrimes ... Before ''Okay,men,we11rollthefilmnow." 
{}pts airl at o~ite ends 0fa ~:· "Dist~ him. ""'ffo:"l" ,.Do I have · cipals ~ve ~n u~canny ability to I show the movie I wantto discuss Well, as cool u a cop can be. 
:lf~flo~r. And llo, 1t.11n't some m.oromc to tb1nk of everythin& drop your recoansze any vou:e ... Hello men," · the drug that you are most likely to Everyone sat baCkfor the film; there 
l-1~1pcp .rally where·Jocb 10 oaparade. . pants." ~Randy I'm tcar:edt .. You· the cop said, .. I'm here today to talk come into contact with: pot, grass, · were a few people with the giules u 
lit,~~~ ; ii the• annual ... Drua ~buae 1ehm~k •. diitract him." I walked up· . to you. ma .. to man about drup. rope; ~;joint, reefer, Mar)' Jane-, the kid on the iilver screen tit.el his 
~r~a\uemblf"~7 'hat wonderful.two. totbe.COP•8«!-~·."E~cuie~Of'-. "Man _to. fq iii Lenhartl' cue;~ ~rTexu Tea, ·an names for mari- ·arm off and shot up. The time 
~~our tour tbrouah the canctyatore of ; rar; that~• quate a car, bet 1he flies." Ju.I called outfrom the mck; The Juana." A roar went through the passed and most everybody cared 
/!~rairvana. with our pide Olf'teer 1 The cop looked .up from behind hil . usis•nt principal moved in and • · · · 
~(Obese. ·· · . _ reflectiq.aviaton, smiled and uid, . carted Juael away, off. to the 
V.ltfi.Now. my beat frieild. in hiah IC~) <~Why kid this baby ii. all eftli~. . dunjcon. . 
(;_~~wai quite crazy, he hid to be,.lie lik· · ~ lbe,I do 95·before you can Uy J.ack ;.~ 
t.~ me. ,But beyond the.~Vioua, he Robimc>n .. " · · · · · · "Alriaht,•now~tbat we've C.imed 
~!;'{.-.UY wu way .ahead of hii time. He·· · Before I eould fiaure out who Jack down, there are a lot of misconcep-
oi&,lneW Nixon wu a loser Iona before Robiilson wa1, Randy pve IPC the . tions about drup, many people 
{N~ryone else found out. He march- .okay sip, and we went on. I asked · would have you believe that they are 
!&{~ in.demons~tion1, which wu un- Randy whatlae ~~-do~, ~or he still harlnlell. I am here to say this is a lie. 
,,;ttieard of for a htgh schooler. Oh yea,· had a bag full of JOtnts 1n h11 pocket. I have seen so many cues of normal 
:';:lfi.ne other thin& he took. druas, He said, "O,h nothina really, l just kids, kids just like you whose liyes ~ 
;~~~hing !C~lly heavy, but·~edid have iwitched t~ !Phony jays :for real · · ~ve been ruined by the use of drugs~ ··· · · · · ~ 
~*•tuite a hkmg for pot. Mmd you he ones." "You WHAT?" I couldn't Why, 'kids, there was this girl, we'U ·. • . "LJ'o o o o 
;af=ver got caught and'l was the only believe my ean. "Don't worry he'll call "her Jill. A sweet girl, prom '-~Jo-~"'"ILJi~ 
w:9ne to know, most people. just never know, cops are dumb, how do queen, cheerleader, editor of school crowd, all the people who had tried it less. The movie ended and the cop 
;:~lh,ought Randy was just slightly out you thin~ they got to be cops." · newspaper, yes, Jill was the kind of laughed. and all the, people who returned to the podium,~ Well, I 
fl,~~ kilter. . The assembly started promptly at girl you'd .·want to take home to hadn't l&ughed to be cool. Randy hope you learned from this film and 
~~i; According to the daily bulletin, 8:30, with the assistant principal mom. But Jill fell victim to drugs and just smiled. lecture that drugs are no laughing 
::l!tlle "Drug Abuse Assembly~ was testi~g the mikes, "Testing I, 2, 3 hey now she's curled up nude, thinking "I have brought along some mari- matter and that only a dope would 
%1: .... ted for Wednesday morning at you m the back shut up. Okay settle she's an orange, in a mental institu- · juana." A cheer. ~And we are going use dope." The place went bonkers, 
f;\J!30. TI!is was a godsend, it killed to sinoke it together." A standing. students who never did anything in. 
;;::~Mr. Griffin's plans for an Algebra. ovation. He lit up •nd took a huge four years jumped into the air wild 
:r.~t. I.really didn't undersiand the drag. ~Thisishowtheydoit,"hesaid with applause. Then the cop hit the 
. · · ny smile on Randy's face as he · trying to speak as he held his breath. ·punch line, "Oh yeah, the pot was 
~. , . tched the cop unload the cruiser, ."You hold it in your lungs as long as clean, all of the active agents were 
,:/$tiut when Randy a1ked me if I possible, then let it out·slowly. The removed." Dead . silence. Randy 
!)~~~anted to have some fun, I said, bad taste in the back of your.throat is called out, "Wanna bet, PIG?" Total 
'.\l'-ure, what the hell." . your body telling you to stop hurting mayhem. 
: ..:~~:We went out to his ':8r•. a Volvo · it." He stepped back to the table and 
);1(boy was he ahead of his tame). and picked up the baggie, "Now, I'll need Randy was taken care of after 
~,~ .. ndy reached urider the seat and five volunteers." The stage was rush- lunch, for some strange reason the 
<~ttiilled out a plastic bag full of joints. ed. Several teachers jumped into the assistant principal ate six helpings of 
i.[P,ere must have been twenty. I was melee restoring order. The joints chip beef on toast. The cop was 
,;~!'._ing, geez I thought the entire FBI were passed out and lit up. The afraid if he brought Randy in, then 
S•·Was going to jump out of the trees at· reefers were passed along, most peo- someone would find out that Officer 
·\!IPy minute. "Jesus, Randy, what are pie took a hit and couched like crazy, · Obese turned on an entire high 
i/:~pu doing!!!?" "Oh; just.having a lit-· 1v 'e.i<.cept Mr. Clark; the liberal civics · school. The administration refused 
''"' · fun, relax." He stuffed the baggie . ~ teacher, who handled it like a· real to believe that it happened. The kids 
o his pocket and headed back to M' pro. The cop made a mental note. He were uncontrollable for the rest of 
;.,. . ool. l didn't know what Randy . had the smile of a man who knew the day, even after th-ey came down, 
'Y~.1>d. in mind and frankly I didn't something, so did Randy; A joint they were high as kites. And me, 
e. The closest I had eyer come to a. · made it to me, but 1 ·passed it on, I well, I made a deal with the cop for 
g was penicillin, and .Wilh a cop . couldn't. Randy laughed like crazy the phone number of the girl who 
.more than ten fe,et away I was ,,, as he took a tremendous toke. thinks she's an orange. 
'Psychologist Roth ar181yzes sleep habits 
study." During "drug and sleep" research, ecutive board of the Association for By ROB HELV A TY teresting, is the area . of "drugs and . 
Mewl 11att wr111r sleep." To give an idea of the impor-
"College students exhibit the tance of this area, he· noted "over 
rst sleep habits of all people," ac- $200 million are spent annually for 
rding to Dr. Thomas Roth, prescription sedatives, SSO million 
· ociate professor of Psychology at more are spent on over-the-counter 
~iJ~: avier, research psychologist and drugs, and · alcohol also affects 
;, .. .,, -director of the Sleep Laboratory sleep." · 
;'.~?at Cincinnati's ·Veteran's Ad- "We . are interested in the 
';\tiministration Hospital. . qualitative and quantitative effects 
~~~~-Roth is working in.three primary of all so-called sleeping pills," Roth 
i:<!irlreas of research. One area is dream said. He believes that a . stronger 
::iiesearch. "We are interested in the sleeping pill will actually interfere 
\~{elationship between dreaming and with sleep, whereas a shorter acting 
i1~i:Waking and in discovering the func- . pill gets out of the system quicker 
MTUons of dreaming," he said. and allows one to go through all of 
)"~~& A second area of research, one ·the normal sleep stages. 
fi:~hich Roth, says he finds most ·in- Identifying different types of sleep 
: · · disorders is a third area of research 
at the Sleep-:Lab. Three common · 
sleep disorders are insomnia, hyper-
somnia, and parasomnia. 
The insomniac is the person who 
has ·difficulty ·· getting or staying 
asleep. Insomnia is caused by such 
psychological problems . as 
emotional stress and dep~ess1on, 
physiological disorders involving 
abnormal ·leg movement ·and. 
irregular breathing, or the use· of 
drugs and alcohol. Roth estimates 
· that "80 per cent of people with a 
sleep disorder have insomnia." 
Hypersomnia ·is defined as ex-
. cessive. daytime sleepiness. People 
with Narcolepsy ex.,hibit hypersom:-
.. nia. "It's. common for them to fall 
asleep while eating," Roth said, "and 
they fall asleep while they have com-
pany in their homes.'' . 
People who are parasommac~ ~x-
. · perience disruptive sleep act1v1ty · 
such as nightmares or sleepwalking. 
Roth finds it interesting that "while 
we spend 2/3 of our lives awake, 
more people die naturally while 
asleep. And yet, sleep research ~as 
only re.cent)y become a· major 
Sl8H photo llr Roll Hel•••r 
, br. Thomas Roth shows e Potyg,.ph 
eadout trom one person's sleep In 
the Sleep Lab. The lnlormallon on 
this graph will prov• valuable In · 
· allent dlagno1l1 and sleep research. 
· Thundlr. oc1011er ao. 11n 
"' . 
At present there are approximate- subjects are given· performance tests the Psycho:.Physiological study of 
ly 100 sleep research labs in the U.S. when awakened. Sleep, both international 
. and 50-60 more world wide. There organizations. 
are only I/ 2 - dozen sleep disorder 
treatment centers in the U.S. · Cincin-
nati has one of them and therefore 
must treat sleep disorder patients 
from all over. Ohio, Indiana, ·Ken-
tucky, and Illinois. 
Sleep research . is an inter-
d isc;iplinary field involving 
neurology, psychology, physiology, 
biochemistry, internal medicine, 
pharmacy and many other related 
fields. Through this combined effort, 
·Roth reports, "the myth that sleep 
was only a lack of wakefulness has 
been shattered. It is now known that · 
sleep is a complex physiological 
process in which part of the brain 
works more . actively than when 
awake." I 
· Sleep research is done in a Sleep 
Lab. A patient or subject is first 
given a battery of questions to obtain 
needed subjectiveinformation~ Then 
electrodes are attached to different 
areas of his or her head, and he or she 
then goes to sleep. 
The · wires are attached to a 
polygraph machine _where n:adi!lgs 
are illustrated on a graph which 1s a 
recording of an individual's sleep 
pattern. 
An individual's sleep pattern can 
. than be compared to a normal sleep 
pattern comprised of four stages of 
non-rapid eye movement (NREM) 
sleep and successive periods of rapid 
eye movement (REM) sleep . 
In dream research, subjects are 
awakened during REM sleep and 
asked about their dreams. Dreams 
can occur in both NREM and REM 
sleep, but are more frequently in 
REM sleep. 
Roth, born in Czechoslo\'.akia, 
grew up in New York. He came to 
Cincinnati in 1967 and got his Ph.D. 
from UC's Department of Psy-
chology in the Department of Psy-
chiatry at the College of Medicine. 
He is the executive secretary 
treasurer of the Association of Sleep 
Disorder Centers and on the ex-
Mark Karreman, a graduate stu-
dent of Psychology at Xaiver, is do-
ing his research assistantship at the 
VA Sleep Lab .. He feels that "work-
ing here is an excellent experience in 
learning how to apply book. 
knowledge in a practical sense. "I am 
seriously involved in ail the findings 










I ' ,., it ,,.. , 
PllolO ... D••lcl Su11Mrl1nd 
Reaearch volunteer David Hiii, a UC Clinical Psychology grad.· student, 11 
wired tor sleep In the Sleep Lab. Th• wlrea are connectad to a mailer control 
room which ha• Polygraph pilnt-out machine• to record hi• brain waves, 
reaplrallon raie, and heart beat. · P ... 7 
r ·nlbc· E. -PAtf . Need someone to talk to? Call Sylvia al 3758 ... 
. 
. . . . . . Ciatsby's is now hirin1. Please call ~71-5611. 
Shel - I think I'm in 1rouble. The coke wenlflat #4. 
Tim Riordian says "Hey,· tune. into to 'Mixed 
Melaphors' every Sunday nile at 11:()0 p.m. WVXU 
91.7 FM. - s rLL Ciood Ni1h1 Dave!!l ..... Edilh. 
. -~ C · For Sale: A Cow. Call Sylvia at 3758. 
DUR Welcome Cavafy and Dcvkey. Xavier's newest Muskies. 
C ~ 
Eyes: Brockman Hall propositions youlll . 
Tim Riordan reads ~Sell Your Cow," every Sunday nice ._..i.._ on 'Mixed Melaphors' beginning at 11 p.m. 
For Sale: I predominantly male wina. Non-academic, · 
no mentality and easy Co manipulate. Prime location: 
' B. I NoMh. 
L._.:::~!!f:•---_J Wanted...:. Sparing paMncr to work out in Tae-Kwon· 
Do. Call 3345. 
XU womefl'S volleyball 
. on low side of scoring 
By -MARY ANN KOKENGE 
Nawa 818H Writer 
The Xavier Women's Volleyball 
team had an exciting and competitive 
week, even though they ended up on 
the low. side of the scoring. 
at Wittenburg University ·and it 
looked like a. better day for the 
women. The match was a long back 
and forth battle between the two . 
teams. Wittenberg took a 2-0 game 
lead over XU only to have the 
Muskies fight back to even things up 
at 2~2, The fifth game was an en-
during and exciting one with both 
teams battling until Wittenbert end-
ed the seige with a heart-breaking 
victory 16-14 over the Muskies. 
20tll CENTURY·FOX Presents · 
A RICHARD ROTH Presentation ol A FRED ZINNEMANN Film 
On Tuesday, Oct. 11, the Muskies 
travelled to Ocford, Ohio, where 
they were defeated by Miami U. 3-1. 
Xavier came oui fighting, winning 
the first game l 5-6. Muskie luch was 
short-lived; however, as they 
dropped the next two games 15~2 
and 15-2. The fourth game of the 
match was hard-fought. The team 
stayed strong until the end when they 
were defeated 15-13. 
Friday, Oct. 14, saw the Muskie~ 
JANE FONDA . VANESSA REDGRAVE 
1------------'--· JULIA---------1 
Trower 
from page 3· 
There is no doubt that the Hendrix 
influence was embodied in every solo 
Trower performed Thursday. He 
himself says, "I think I've been 
around long enough so that the 
critics just think of me as me now." 
As I watched him struggle through 
some new material, I had to wonder 
if Trower had succeeded at develop- · 
ing a style of his own or if he will · 
always be known as "that guy who · 
plays like Hendrix." . 
HA88AN MOT0 .. 8, INC, 
aeta MoNTooMm:..Y RoAD 




: on 1111 service and parts to . 
! X.U. students and faculty i 
with Identification cards. ; 
' I 
~l~~ring JASON ROBARDS . . HAL HOLBROOK 
. ROSEMARY MURPHYand MAXIMILIAN SCHELL·~~hann" 
·Directed by PrOduced by Screenplay by Based upon the story by 
FRED ZINNEMANN RICHARD ROTH . ALVIN. SARGENT · LILLIAN HELLMAN 
l!.01'!:'!:'!"!=~= 6.EORGESHELERUE 1e1~~t~h8l~~u~~~toK ~· 
OPENS THIS WEEK AT 
Carousel Cinema I 
In appreciation of 10 years ·of X.U.: business 
The Pub announces the return of lJappy Hour 
Every Friday fro_m 3 till 8:30. . · 
As an additional special every Tuesday night 
Our Draft beer will_ be sold at· 1967 prices 
. Mt·. Adams easily accessible via 1-71 or · 
Straight down the Parkway and thro\J_gh Eden Park 
.. ,~~~·~·OCGlL.~ 
(i~~~1967• . 
x.Wi.r Ntwi 
